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Resilience
#1 international bestseller Publishers Weekly bestseller The
Globe and Mail (Toronto) The Toronto Star bestseller The
Vancouver Sun bestseller From Neil Pasricha—New York
Times, million-copy bestselling author of The Book of
Awesome series and The Happiness Equation, thought
leader for the next generation, and one of the most popular
TED speakers in the world—comes a revelatory and inspiring
book that will change the way we view failure and help us
build resilience. We are lucky. For most of us, famine, plague,
economic depression, and other life-threatening catastrophes
are the stuff of history books. We’re living in an era with the
highest-ever rates of longevity, education, and wealth. Cars
drive us home as our phones entertain us before we arrive to
food delivered to the front door. We have it all! But there’s
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just one side effect. We no longer have the tools to handle
failureor even perceived failure. When we fall, we lie on the
sidewalk crying. When we spill, we splatter. When we crack,
we shatter. We are turning into an army of porcelain dolls. A
rude email from the boss means calling in sick. Only two likes
on our post means we don’t have friends. Cell phones show
us we’re never good enough. Yesterday’s butterflies are
tomorrow’s panic attacks. Record numbers of students have
clinical anxiety. And what about depression, loneliness, and
suicide? All rising! What do we desperately need to learn?
RESILIENCE. And we need to learn it fast. Read You Are
Awesome to learn: • The single word that keeps your options
open after failure • What every commencement speech gets
wrong • 3 ways to dramatically accelerate your ability to learn
and adapt • The 2-minute morning practice that helps
eliminate worry • Why you need an Untouchable Day (and
how to get one) • and much, much more Because the truth is,
you really are awesome.

Conversations with a Guardian Angel
Surviving a traumatic experience is difficult and takes time to
move on from, but this book makes the argument that with
proper care and understanding, survivors can grow and
reshape their lives in a positive way. For the past twenty
years, pioneering psychologist Stephen Joseph has worked
with survivors of trauma. His studies have yielded a startling
discovery: that a wide range of traumatic events-from illness,
divorce, separation, assault, and bereavement to accidents,
natural disasters, and terrorism-can act as catalysts for
positive change. Boldly challenging the conventional wisdom
about trauma and its aftermath, Joseph demonstrates that
rather than ruining one's life, a traumatic event can actually
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improve it. Drawing on the wisdom of ancient philosophers,
the insights of evolutionary biologists, and the optimism of
positive psychologists, What Doesn't Kill Us reveals how all of
us can navigate change and adversity- traumatic or otherwiseto find new meaning, purpose, and direction in life.

Spiritual Resilience
Essential themes excerpted from five of Wicks' most
successful books that offer readers means to seed their souls
with ideas, insights, questions and reflections that would
encourage them to live their lives with greater peace, hope
and holiness. NOW IN PAPERBACK

How To Be Resilient
Stress is a fact of modern life. And as more and more people
face greater financial insecurity, longer work hours, and the
increasingly complex personal and social demands of our fastpaced, multi-tasking, high-tech lifestyle, finding healthy ways
to handle stress is more important than ever. In Bounce:
Living the Resilient Life, Robert Wicks shows you not just how
to manage stress, but how to transform stressful situations
into opportunities to live a more meaningful, self-aware, and
compassionate life. Wicks makes available to everyone
techniques he has used for over 30 years in helping
physicians, nurses, psychotherapists, educators, social
workers, ministers, and relief workers not only survive but
flourish in highly stressful occupations. You'll learn a wide
range of methods--normally reserved for those in helping and
healing professions--to help you bounce back from stress and
live life to the fullest. Bounce shows you how to: · Recognize
the insidious nature of denial and avoidance as responses to
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stress · Employ psychologically powerful approaches to selfawareness · Improve self-talk through the use of cognitive
behavioral principles · Apply daily-debriefing techniques ·
Utilize a structured reflection guide to uncover areas that
require special attention · Incorporate silence, solitude, and
mindfulness into daily life · Stop the drain of valuable
emotional energy caused by toxic life situations and
unexamined attitudes and beliefs · And much more Most
important, Bounce helps you develop your own self-care
protocol and personal renewal program, based on an honest
assessment of your needs, life situation, and habitual ways of
dealing--or failing to deal--with stress. Insightful, practical, and
filled with wise guidance, Bounce shows us all how to live
with greater resilience in a world that grows more stressful by
the day.

Bounce
A Guide to Resilience: The Second-Greatest Principle in the
World Christian Moore is convinced that each of us has a
power hidden within, something that can get us through any
kind of adversity. That power is resilience. In The Resilience
Breakthrough, Moore delivers a practical primer on how you
can become more resilient in a world of instability and
narrowing opportunity, whether you’re facing financial
troubles, health setbacks, challenges on the job, or any other
problem. We can all have our own resilience breakthrough,
Moore argues, and can each learn how to use adverse
circumstances as potent fuel for overcoming life’s hardships.
As he shares engaging real-life stories and brutally honest
analysis of his own experiences, Moore equips you with
twenty-seven resilience-building tools that you can start using
today—in your personal life or in your organization.
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The Resiliency Advantage
For generations, classic wisdom literature has taught that a
healthy perspective can replenish our thirst for a meaningful
and rewarding life. From its inception clinical psychology has
followed suit, revealing that how we see ourselves and the
world is more important than what we see or have-in
essence, that a healthy perspective is tantamount to
possessing the psychological "pearl of great price." Robert J.
Wicks, world-renowned psychologist and author of Bounce:
Living the Resilient Life, has written a powerful guide for
discovering and regaining a balanced and healthy
perspective. Combining classic wisdom with cutting-edge
research in cognitive behavioral therapy and positive
psychology, his new book, Perspective, offers concrete steps
for overcoming doubt and resistance to openness, so that
beneficial life changes become possible. Drawing on the
psychology of mindfulness, gratitude, and happiness, Dr.
Wicks also reveals how a healthy perspective makes us more
aware of the beneficial things already present in our lives.
Perspective teaches us to see ourselves more completely
and will inspire us to become the calm within the storm, better
able to enjoy our experiences, maintain balance in our
professional and personal lives, and reach out to others
without being pulled down in the process.

Resilience
With over 50,000 copies sold, Riding the Dragon has for a
decade made itself an indispensable spiritual and
psychological guide to readers experiencing seasons of
adversity. This anniversary edition includes a new
introduction from the author with personal reflections and
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fresh perspectives on today's challenges. "Don't try to slay
your dragons; learn to ride them!" Drawing on Eastern and
Western traditions, psychologist Robert Wicks emboldens
readers to face life's difficulties--the "dragons" that escape
from the cave. Readers will find guidance and
encouragement to engage problems as a means to growth
and transformation, to ride their dragons rather than slay
them or drive them back into their cave. Wicks fashions ten
simple lessons on identifying and confronting the everyday
dragons readers meet: from engaging darkness to finding
simplicity to keeping perspective.

Resilient Warriors
The Navy SEAL, humanitarian and best-selling author of The
Heart and the Fist draws on ancient wisdom and personal
experience to counsel readers on how to promote personal
resilience and overcome obstacles through positive action.
100,000 first printing.

Resilience
Sharing Wisdom
From the best-selling author of Mid-Life Career Rescue,
Stress Less and How to Find Your Passion and Purpose: a
powerful, inspiring, and practical book about boosting
resilience, overcoming obstacles and moving forward after
life's inevitable setbacks.

The Little Book of Resilience
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Say hello to a brilliant, resilient new you. Life sometimes
throws us a curveball, but with a little bit of help you can learn
how to summon your inner strength and bounce back from
adversity. If you struggle to cope with big changes, or you
wish you had the hardiness to handle pressure with ease,
look no further. Bursting with tips, assertive statements and
activities, this book will show you the way to a more flexible,
strong and resilient you.

The Inner Life of the Counselor
Shares insights into how adversity can bring out the best in
individuals and communities, drawing on multiple disciplines
to consider such topics as the superiority of city states over
nation states and the drawbacks of debt.

Night Call
Introduction: Continually Creating New Inner Psychological
Space. An Ongoing Process of Mindfulness. 1. Sensing the
Dangers: Chronic and Acute Secondary Stress. 2. Enhancing
Resiliency: Strengthening One's Own Self-Care Protocol. 3.
Replenishing the Self: Solitude, Silence and Mindfulness. 4.
Daily Debriefing: Mindfulness and Positive Psychology as an
Integral Part of the Clinician's Ongoing Reflective Process.
Epilogue: Clinician. Clinician: An Honorable Profession, a
Meaningful Life. References. Appendices. 1-1. Causes for
Burnout. 1-2. Daily Burnout: A Sampling of Key Signs and
Symptoms.

Planning for Community Resilience
Think of a bouncing ball. When a bouncing ball hits the
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ground, it bounces back. That's what resilience means the
ability to bounce back from tough times. Some people seem
to just automatically bounce back. But the truth is that
resilience is not something you are born with or not it can be
learned. Bounce Back will help you find your bounce using
cool quizzes, lots of advice, and practical strategies that build
up resiliency skills. Being motivated to learn resiliency skills is
a great first step toward acquiring them! This book will help
you to be more resilient and keep on bouncing back! Age
Range: 8-12 years.

Resilience
This collection of literature attempts to compile many of the
classic, timeless works that have stood the test of time and
offer them at a reduced, affordable price, in an attractive
volume so that everyone can enjoy them.

You Are Awesome
“This book aims to help you relearn your world . . . to help
you navigate the grieving process as best you can—without
hiding from your feelings or denying the reality, or
significance, of your loss.” —from Resilient Grieving The death
of someone we hold dear may be inevitable; being paralyzed
by our grief is not. A growing body of research has revealed
our capacity for resilient grieving, our innate ability to respond
to traumatic loss by finding ways to grow—by becoming more
engaged with our lives, and discovering new, profound
meaning. Author and resilience/well-being expert Lucy Hone,
a pioneer in fusing positive psychology and bereavement
research, was faced with her own inescapable sorrow when,
in 2014, her 12-year-old daughter was killed in a car accident.
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By following the strategies of resilient grieving, she found a
proactive way to move through her grief, and, over time,
embrace life again. Resilient Grieving offers an empowering
alternative to the five-stage Kübler-Ross model of grief—and
makes clear our inherent capacity for growth following the
trauma of a loss that changes everything.

Bounce Back
This repackaged edition of Dr. Robert J. Wicks's most popular
book will revitalize his message of ordinariness, self-esteem,
and friendship for a new generation of spiritual seekers.
Infusing the wisdom of ancient and contemporary Christians
with his own vast experience as a parent, teacher, and
counselor, Dr. Wicks demonstrates that the simplicity and
openness of truly ordinary people is a meeting place with
God. Dr. Wicks's wise guidance includes descriptions of the
four types of friends we need for the spiritual journey,
principles of self-respect, checklists on openness and
listening, skills for stress management, and much more.

The Resilient Clinician
Facing challenges in your relationships, career, health or wellbeing? Worried important life goals seem to be slipping
away? Whether you're faced with day-to-day irritations or
facing a larger setback, sometimes life can test your strength
and endurance. But there is a simple and effective way to
building your resilience in the face of adversity, making sure
that you can bounce back from them stronger than ever
before and go on to achieve your goals and lead a happier,
more fulfilled life. The step-by-step guide takes you through
how to build your everyday resilience. From powerful lessons
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on the effects of our thoughts, emotions, relationships and
self-care, to tips on setting goals that genuinely motivate and
turning challenges on their heads, this book makes the road
to success and happiness easy and - best of all - enjoyable. It
features a practical and easy-to-follow four-week plan to shift
negative habits, and change how you face challenges, for life.

Resilient Life
"Against the backdrop of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
second edition of Overcoming Secondary Stress in Medical
and Nursing Practice explores the phenomenon of secondary
stress experienced by clinicians on the frontlines of care. The
book integrates concepts, assessment tools and self-care
insights from the first edition with new concepts, evidence,
strategies, and vignettes from the field concerning secondary
stress experienced specifically by physicians, physician
assistants and nurses. The findings and efforts of medical
and nursing professional organizations to address and
ameliorate endemic secondary stress are explored.
Strategies for identifying, reframing, and intervening in
stressful problems of practice, including wicked problems are
also addressed. Tools for enhancing self-knowledge and
developing a personal, self-care protocol to recognize and
prevent secondary stress are the book's core feature. This
book highlights the importance of interprofessional
communication and support in ameliorating the stressors of
clinical work, an effort enhanced by the book's
interdisciplinary co-authorship. The extreme stressors of the
COVID-19 pandemic on health care practitioners and the
health care system illustrate the interconnectedness of healthenhancing personal self-care strategies, quality patient care,
and renewed career commitment - the goal of this second
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edition"--

Heartstorming
The first step in understanding resilience is accepting what
you can and cannot change. This book is about how we can
fortify our lives mentally, emotionally and physically. It is not
about what happens when we get knocked down but more
about what happens when we get up again.

Bouncing Back
This brand new book takes a positive and dynamic approach
to surviving whatever life throws at you, exploring the range of
skills, attitudes and abilities you need to survive and thrive in
difficult times, both personally and professionally. While some
people are more naturally resilient than others, the book
asserts that resilience is a quality that can be learnt and
developed, whatever your stage in life or personal situation.
Based on extensive new research, and backed-up with reallife case studies and examples of people who display resilient
behaviour (including those who have turned adversity into
advantage), the book shows how you too can bounce back
from bad times, learning how to take back control, know when
to press ahead or cut your losses, and see opportunity where
others see threat. The book concludes with a 10-point plan to
help you pull all the strands together, building resilience, a
skill for life. Key contents include: Understanding yourself and
your personal 'Resilience Quotient' Making judgements and
taking decisions Assessing risk and solving problems
Managing stress Being true to yourself.

Touching the Holy
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How can we plan and design stronger communities? From
New Orleans to Galveston to the Jersey Shore, communities
struck by natural disasters struggle to recover long after the
first responders have left. Globally, the average annual
number of natural disasters has more than doubled since
1980. These catastrophes are increasing in number as well
as in magnitude, causing greater damage as we experience
rising sea levels and other effects of climate change.
Communities can reduce their vulnerability to disaster by
becoming more resilient—to not only bounce back more
readily from disasters but to grow stronger, more socially
cohesive, and more environmentally responsible. To be truly
resilient, disaster preparation and response must consider all
populations in the community. By bringing together natural
hazards planning and community planning to consider
vulnerabilities, more resilient and equitable communities are
achievable. In Planning for Community Resilience the authors
describe an inclusive process for creating disaster-resilient
communities. Based on their recovery work after Hurricane
Ike in Galveston, Texas, they developed a process that relies
on the Disaster Impacts Model. This handbook guides any
community through the process of determining their level of
hazard exposure, physical vulnerability, and social
vulnerability with the goal of determining the best planning
strategy. Planning for Community Resilience will be
invaluable to professionals working to protect their community
from disturbance, including city planners, elected officials,
floodplain managers, natural hazard managers, planning
commissioners, local business leaders, and citizen
organizers.

Resilience
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This book is an invitation to come home to your authentic self
in a world that is frequently mesmerized by "spin," narcissism,
fantasy, and exhibitionism. Psychology and classic wisdom
literature have, in various ways, long recognized the value for
simply becoming who you are (i.e., ordinariness). However,
this call is becoming increasingly drowned out by the many
other voices that emphasize publicity and image-making over
authenticity and humility. Renowned therapist and author
Robert Wicks has written The Tao of Ordinariness as a way
of beginning to address these tendencies in contemporary
society. In this new countercultural work, the strength and joy
of exploring who you are - and proceeding to share yourself
with others in a way that they too can reclaim themselves - is
revisited from a range of vantage points. The author
specifically reexamines themes of humility, simplicity, letting
go, self-awareness, "alonetime," resilience, and mentoring. In
an era when people increasingly measure self-worth by
external measures, such as the number of likes and views
and followers on social media feeds (which have many
individuals chasing impossible fantasies and living with a
constant fear of "missing out"), Wicks offers a return to your
authentic self.

The Tao of Ordinariness
THE #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER There are many
challenges facing our mental health. We are living in the
middle of an anxiety epidemic, depression is one of the most
significant mental health issues of our time, self-harm is
endemic amongst school children and technology and social
media are insidiously and pervasively invading our lives
leading to toxic stress. In this book, bestselling author and GP
Dr Harry Barry reveals how you can unlock your inner
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emotional resilience reserves, deal with the challenges of life,
and protect your mental health. He explores the key skills
needed to transform your emotional capacity and reach your
full potential. He covers: Personal skills teaching you how to
deal with self-acceptance, perfectionism, frustration, failure
and success, the physical symptoms of anxiety,
procrastination, problem solving and catastrophising. Social
skills such as how to develop and practice empathy, read
social cues and how to deal with anxiety in social and
performance situations. Life skills such as how to deal with
the unfairness and discomfort of life, pragmatism and conflict
resolution, how to develop a work/life balance and what to do
when stress comes calling.

Riding the Dragon
This is a one-of-a-kind self-help book for teens and adults
based on decades of social science research about how
people bounce back from all types of trauma, crises,
problems and adversity. It shows how building resiliency
builds mental health. The information in this book will help
anyone facing any life challenge. Use this book to learn how
to: * Unlock your innate capacity to overcome adversity right
now. * Identify and strengthen your unique resiliency builders.
* Use your resiliency builders that are already operating for
you. * Develop solid, transformative self-esteem. * Identify
your Achilles Heel and how to overcome it. * Keep going
when the going gets tough. Written by a leading expert, this
book makes the important findings from resiliency research
accessible to everyone. 10 Chapters (plus Index): 1. You
Were Born Resilient 2. A Research-Based Plan for
Overcoming Life's Challenges 3. Unlock the Power of Your
Personal Protective Factors 4. The Resiliency Wheel:
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Boosting Your Resiliency Every Day 5. Who and What is in
Your Mirror? (and Other Life-Support Strategies) 6. The
Resiliency Route to Authentic Self-Esteem 7. Listen Within:
How to Find and Follow Your Accurate Gut Guidance 8.
Identify Your Achilles Heel (and Stop It from Tripping You Up)
9. How to Keep Going When the Going Gets Tough 10.The
Resiliency Quiz & Other Resiliency-Building Resources

The Resilience Breakthrough
“It makes little difference how fast you can run the 100
meters when the race is 400 meters long. Life is not a sprint;
it is a distance run, and it demands the kind of conditioning
that enables people to go the distance.”—Gordon MacDonald
Running Strong Whose heart doesn’t leap at the sight of a
beautifullyconditioned runner, effortlessly gliding along, stridebystride, mile-by-mile? And what runner gets to this place
without a thankless—and often lonely—regimen of strategy and
self-denial? Isn’t this the perfect metaphor of what your heart
is longing for—running life’s race with intentionality and
grace? With strength and focus? Well, you can. Veteran
pastor and best-selling author Gordon MacDonald says you
must develop resilience—the courage and ability to get up
when you fall, to keep running when you’re bone-weary, and
to keep your eye on the goal even in the murkiest moments.
Using the backdrop of his own experiences as a champion
runner, MacDonald demonstrates how resilient people
Practice spiritual self-discipline to build stamina and grit;
Know what’s up ahead, what obstacles they will likely face;
and Bond with special friends who share their commitment to
finishing well. Because he has also run many long, punishing
laps in the tough race of life, MacDonald is uniquely qualified
to coach and encourage you in developing that resilient
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spirit—to weather adversity, to finish what you start, and to
never be satisfied with anything short of God’s best for you.

Resilient Grieving
Caring for our family members, friends, and others is a central
part of a rewarding life. For those in healing and helping
professions such as medicine, nursing, education,
psychotherapy, social work, ministry, and the military, the
potential for a meaningful way of being may even become
more possible. But, compassion is not easy. At times,
concern for others can be personally devastating when we
don't possess the right attitude and approach. Reaching out
(and reflectively within) without being pulled down requires
the wisdom that only arises out of the right combination of
humility and knowledge. Night Call offers the stories and
principles gleaned over many years of writing and mentoring
for those in the helping and healing professions. The stories
are offered in ways that foster compassionate caring while
encouraging initiative in those who seek to personally deepen
and share their lives with others -- especially in times of
significant need. With this in mind, Dr. Wicks presents
information on: being a healing presence mining fruits of
the failures all of us must experience at times the need to
enjoy the daily "crumbs of alonetime" the importance of a
spirit of "unlearning" developing a simple realistic self-care
program valuing informal or formal mentoring recognizing
the "3 calls" to which we must respond to as we
psychologically develop honoring life's most elusive
psychological virtue (humility) Purposely brief, the chapters,
as well as the sections in the "personal resiliency retreat"
section at the end of the book, have as their goal a
reconsideration of values, signature strengths, and simple
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approaches to living a resilient, rewarding life. Rather than
presenting new breakthroughs, Night Call is designed to dust
off what most of us already know, at some level, so we can
freshly view the key approaches and techniques that provide
increased psychological self-awareness and a potentially
healthier sense of presence to others. The themes offered
may have been forgotten, or become undervalued/set aside
because of some of society's dysfunctional norms or
unhelpful family influences. In response, this simple,
countercultural book combines the value of essential selfcompassion with caring for others in ways that provide the
impetus for further exploration of a fuller narrative for both the
readers of this work and unforeseen opportunities as well for
those who are fortunate enough to cross their paths.

Snow Falling on Snow
Tracing some of the economic highs and lows that impacted
the world in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, an
introduction to the emerging field of resilience research
explains how to approach disruptions in ecosystems,
businesses and governments to better reinforce
interdependent world systems. 40,000 first printing.

What Doesn't Kill Us
Mentoring has long been a treasured way people have
shared their wisdom with others. Ideal for everyone from
families to church groups, "Sharing Wisdom" offers a simple,
step-by-step approach to everyday mentoring. It's filled with
stories, easy-to-learn skills, and prudent helpful cautions.

Antifragile
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Whether it’s a critical comment from the boss or a full-blown
catastrophe, life continually dishes out challenges. Resilience
is the learned capacity to cope with any level of adversity,
from the small annoyances of daily life to the struggles and
sorrows that break our hearts. Resilience is essential for
surviving and thriving in a world full of troubles and tragedies,
and it is completely trainable and recoverable — when we
know how. In Resilience, Linda Graham offers clear guidance
to help you develop somatic, emotional, relational, and
reflective intelligence — the skills you need to confidently and
effectively cope with life’s inevitable challenges and crises.

Micro-Resilience
Heartstorming encourages us to be more mindful of how the
spiritual impregnates all of life’s joys, sorrows, and even
unexciting times if we have the eyes to see.

Emotional Resilience
Most of us at some point in our lives will be struck by major
traumas such as the sudden death of a loved one, a
debilitating disease, assault, or a natural disaster. Resilience
refers to the ability to 'bounce back' after encountering
difficulty. This book provides a guide to building emotional,
mental and physical resilience by presenting ten factors to
help anyone become more resilient to life's challenges.
Specific resilience factors such as facing fear, optimism, and
social support are described through the experiences and
personal reflections of highly resilient survivors. These
survivors also describe real-life methods for practicing and
benefiting from the resilience factors. As resilience is the
complex product of genetic, psychological, biological, social,
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and spiritual factors, the authors investigate resilience from
multiple scientific perspectives. They synthesize the latest
literature on the topic, describe their own research on
resilience, and quote from their interviews with highly resilient
people.

Perspective
These days it's hard to count on the world outside. So it's vital
to grow strengths inside like grit, gratitude, and
compassion--the key to resilience, and to lasting well-being in
a changing world. True resilience is much more than enduring
terrible conditions. We need resilience every day to raise a
family, work at a job, cope with stress, deal with health
problems, navigate issues with others, heal from old pain, and
simply keep on going. With his trademark blend of
neuroscience, mindfulness, and positive psychology, New
York Times bestselling author Dr. Rick Hanson shows you
how to develop twelve vital inner strengths hardwired into
your own nervous system. Then no matter what life throws at
you, you'll be able to feel less stressed, pursue opportunities
with confidence, and stay calm and centered in the face of
adversity. This practical guide is full of concrete suggestions,
experiential practices, personal examples, and insights into
the brain. It includes effective ways to interact with others and
to repair and deepen important relationships. Warm,
encouraging, and down-to-earth, Dr. Hanson's step-by-step
approach is grounded in the science of positive
neuroplasticity. He explains how to overcome the brain's
negativity bias, release painful thoughts and feelings, and
replace them with self-compassion, self-worth, joy, and inner
peace.
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The Resiliency Workbook
Whether on the battlefield or in the board room, the home
front, or the highways of life We are all Warriors! Resilient
Warriors describes the realities of this lifelong fight, and
provides relevant, enduring principles of resilience for
warriors in every foxhole of life. Our military, as well as those
in every other marketplace across this land, need resilience
like never before. Resilient Warriors provides urgently needed
information and inspiration to help us all recover from the
wounds of the past, weather the storms of the present, and
build resilience for the future challenges of life and liberty we
will most certainly face. Author Bio: Major General Bob Dees,
U.S. Army, Retired Major General Bob Dees, U.S. Army,
Retired is the ideal resilient warrior to mentor us on this
practical and inspirational journey. Whether as a husband,
father, and grandfather or during an ongoing career of over
40 years in the military, business, higher education, and nonprofit outreach to troops and families General Dees abundant
passion, perspective, and professional insights provide timely
coaching in this critical life skill of resilience. Endorsements
on Behalf of Resilient Warriors America s heroes have been
at war for more than a decade, selflessly defending our
nation. They are the brightest and bravest of their generation.
General Bob Dees knows the dangers they have faced, the
sacrifices they have made and the challenges confronting
their loved ones. If you know a veteran of a long ordeal,
Resilient Warriors is a must read for them and for you. Lt. Col.
Oliver L. North, USMC, Retired Host of War Stories on FOX
News and author of the American Heroes book series A must
read book for every leader and care-giver intent on providing
help and hope to those recovering from combat trauma or
any painful, life-changing event. I highly recommend this book
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to every military chaplain in the critical pastoral care they daily
provide to our veterans and their families. Douglas L. Carver,
Chaplain Major General, United States Army, Retired
Resilient Warriors takes its readers to a safe place and
profound insights, offering hope on the healing journey -- a
valuable resource for each of us, providing insightful coaching
around the critical psychological and spiritual quality of
resilience. General Bob Dees is a Resilient Warrior and
Leader himself, well qualified to inspire and mentor us around
this essential characteristic for individuals, leaders, and
organizations. I look forward to Resilient Leaders and
Resilient Organizations, equally relevant parts of this
significant Resilience Trilogy. Dr. Tim Clinton, Ed.D.,
President, American Assn of Christian Counselors Author of
The Bible for Hope and The Popular Encyclopedia of
Christian Counseling General Dees is a man of war, but more
importantly a man who has the gift of putting into words the
unspoken thoughts that are hidden in the hearts of our nation
s warriors. His words of wisdom and spiritual truth will provide
for all warriors the ability to bounce back from the battles and
challenges each of us face and derive a meaning to life that
others will never know. Gary Beikirch, Medal of Honor,
Vietnam Resilient Warriors helps families, warriors and
leaders have the all important bounce. This series
comprehensively looks at a tried-in-the-trenches means of
achieving resilience. I appreciate General Bob Dees
compassionate Biblical wisdom on this topic, and the pastoral
approach he brings to areas in our lives in need of timely
attention. Ellie Kay, America s Family Financial Expert (r),
ABC News Financial expert, Author of 14 books including
Heroes at Home: Hope and Help for American Military Familie
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"Advice, exercises, and examples to help readers increase
their clarity, connection, competence, calm, and courage,
from a clinical therapist, mindfulness teacher, and expert on
the neuroscience of relationships. Applicable to relationships,
jobs, and everyday life"--Provided by publisher.

A Resilient Life
One of the greatest gifts helping professionals can share with
others is a sense of their own peace. However, retaining and
renewing a sense of a healthy perspective requires not only
self-care strategies, but also an awareness of basic profound,
yet simple, wisdom themes. The Inner Life of the Counselor
presents classic and contemporary wisdom that examines
and explores each of these themes in a way that both
professional and non-professional helpers will find revealing
and meaningful in understanding their own journey. Informed
by the author's over thirty years of experience as a therapist,
mentor, and clinical supervisor of professional helpers?as
well as by his expertise in resiliency and prevention of
secondary stress?The Inner Life of the Counselor thoughtfully
looks at those elements that encourage sustained personal
growth and professional development, such as self-care,
stress management, and mindfulness. Lively, practical, and
marked by an elegant sense of simplicity, this nurturing book
demonstrates how exploring the inner life can lead counselors
to new wisdom and inner peace?not only for themselves but
also for those who come to them for relief and insight. It is an
invitation to pause, reflect, renew, and navigate one of
contemporary society's most challenging yet rewarding
professions.

Resilient
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What does it mean to live dangerously? This is not just a
philosophical question or an ethical call to reflect upon our
own individual recklessness. It is a deeply political issue,
fundamental to the new doctrine of ‘resilience’ that is
becoming a key term of art for governing planetary life in the
21st Century. No longer should we think in terms of evading
the possibility of traumatic experiences. Catastrophic events,
we are told, are not just inevitable but learning experiences
from which we have to grow and prosper, collectively and
individually. Vulnerability to threat, injury and loss has to be
accepted as a reality of human existence. In this original and
compelling text, Brad Evans and Julian Reid explore the
political and philosophical stakes of the resilience turn in
security and governmental thinking. Resilience, they argue, is
a neo-liberal deceit that works by disempowering endangered
populations of autonomous agency. Its consequences
represent a profound assault on the human subject whose
meaning and sole purpose is reduced to survivability. Not
only does this reveal the nihilistic qualities of a liberal project
that is coming to terms with its political demise. All life now
enters into lasting crises that are catastrophic unto the end.

Bounce
“Robert Wicks is a master craftsman of hope. He exquisitely
hones this indispensable quality in Conversations with a
Guardian Angel. Wicks’s perspective remains positive even
amid the greatest darkness and loss. The author has a
remarkable ability to draw meaning from the events of
ordinary life and offer theological, spiritual and psychological
insights with both depth and clarity. As with his other
publications, this one is spiced with good humor, delightful
stories, and practical insights. Prepare yourself for a
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spiritually enriching and hope-filled experience as you enter
into these beloved conversations.” — Joyce Rupp, Awardwinning author of numerous books, including Fragments of
Your Ancient Name Jack, a psychiatrist recovering from a
personal tragedy, finds hope and healing in the wise words
offered by his guardian angel, Kathleen. She introduces him
to a world of new perspective, the insight of other spiritual
guides, and a new life of acceptance and hope in the wake of
great loss.

Overcoming Secondary Stress in Medical and
Nursing Practice
Learn powerful, science-based techniques to boost focus,
drive and energy hour-by-hour throughout the day--every day.
As leadership consultants and executive trainers, Bonnie St.
John and Allen P. Haines have heard the same complaints
from clients for years; periodic burnout, lack of focus and low
energy. So they dug into the latest research on neuroscience,
psychology and physiology looking for big answers. Instead
they found small answers; proof that small adjustments in
daily routines, including thought patterns, food and drink, rest
and movement can fight the forces that sap our energy and
store focus and drive. They call these amazing efficient
restorative techniques "micro-resilience." Thousands of men
and women from all walks of life have already found effortless
ways to incorporate these little changes into the busiest of
schedules. Dozens of entertaining anecdotes from real
people using micro-resilience demonstrate that when our
brains fire faster, our energy increases and we can cope with
almost any surprise, pressure or crisis.

Resilient Me
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30 brief reflections will help the reader rediscover spiritual
resilience and psychological strength.
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